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Abstract. A hierarchy of propositional Horn formulas is introduced. The levels I2: and Tip of 
the hierarchy are defined by way of the number of alternations between players in a certain game 
related to the satisfiability of Horn formulas.The satisfiability problems for formulas from a given 
level of the hierarchy are shown to be complete in NSPACE(log n). A certain relationship between 
the hierarchy and the bounded-depth circuits is exhibited. Using it we show that for some Zr 
and II y formulas the equivalent formulas in the lower levels of the hierarchy must be exponentially 
longer. 
The satisfiability problem of boolean formulas was shown by Cook [3] to be 
NP-complete. Since then many authors have investigated the computational com- 
plexity of problems concerning satisfiability of propositional formulas-see 
[I, 4,5,8, lo? 121. In this paper we study the class of Horn formulas whose satisfiabil- 
ity problem is tractable. These formulas appear naturally in the investigations of 
properties of automated proving systems (see [ 1 I]). 
The investigations the results of which are described herein were inspired by the 
paper of Jones and Laaser [8], where the ;cauthors proved a certain problem UNIT 
to be log-complete in PT IME. This problem is the following: given a propositional 
formula, decide whether the empty clause can be derived from it by the unit 
resolution. In connection with this problem one can note the following two facts: 
ositional formulas constructe 
ness proof given in [8] are actually Horn formulas; 
(2) the unit resolutio 
formulas (this was show 
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Of formulas being able to express a n 
we employ a certain connection between 
in the next section. 
ons of quantifiers” 
We consider propositional formulas in conjunctive normal form, and use notation 
presenting them as sets of clauses. More preciseiy, a literal is either a propositional 
variable (a positive literal) or a negation of a propositional variable (a negative 
literal); a clause is a finite set of literals; and finally, a formula is a finite set of 
clauses (see [I 11). A formula is interpreted as a conjunction of clauses, which in 
turn are interpreted as disjunctions of literals. Horn formulas are defined to be 
formulas in which there is at most one positive literal in each clause. 
Consider the following clause game on a&boolean formula F. In each step of the 
game one of the clauses of F is distinguished ts active, and one of the variables of 
F is distinguished as pivot. There are two players: SETRUE and FINQFALSE. The 
game proceeds as follows. First FINDFALSE selects a clause containing only negated 
variables and makes it active. If there is no such clause, then SETTRUE automatically 
wins. Next SETTRUE selects a variable in the active clause and makes it pivot. From 
this moment he game continues as a series of basic steps described below, and may 
either terminate or not, depending on whether there will be a winner. 
Basic step: First FINDFALSE selects a clause in which the pivot variable is nonne- 
gated and makes it active; if there is no such clause, then the adversary wins and 
the game terminates. Then SET-I-RUE selects a negated variable in the active clause 
and makes it pivot; if there is no such variable, then FINDFALSE wins and the game 
terminates. 
A winning strategy for a player is such a strategy which forces a win under all 
strategies of the adversary. The following proposition describes the relationship 
between satisfiability of the Horn formulas and the clause game. 
If Fis a Horn formula, then Fis satisjiable #there is no winning strategy 
for FINDFALSE in the clause game on F. 
Suppose that F is satisfiable. Then there is a valuation of variables which 
F true. Consider the following strategy for SETTRUE to select a new pivot 
variable: choose a variable which is set to false by the satisfying valuation. Observe 
FINDFALSE cannot win against his strategy because, in the other case, a clause 
sitive literal would be made active, contrary to the fact that it is set 
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find a clause in F3 say C, which contains only a single positive literal, say p, then 
mark as p-sons ~>f C all the clauses containing lp iwe shall also refer to C as a 
p-fither of such clauses), and additionally mark p as ussc;l. At least one such clause 
C exists since, in the other case, all clauses would have negative literals and F 
would be satisfiable. Then repeatedly perform the following action until it can be 
done: select a clause in F, say 0, such that D contains a nonnegated nonmarked 
variable, say q, and all the negated variables in D (if any) are marked; then make 
each clause containing a negated q a q-son of D, and finally mark q as used. We 
claim that after termination of the above process there is a clause containing only 
negative literals such that all of them are marked. Suppose to the contrary that this 
is not the case. Then each clause which has only negated variables has at least one 
of them not marked as used, and each clause with a positive literal has either this 
literal marked as used or a nonmarked negated variable. Setting the marked variab 
to true and the nonmarked to false makes the formula F true, a contradiction. 
Having completed the above process, the winning strategy for FINDFALSE is the 
following. He begins with selecting a clause with only negative literals, all of which 
are marked. Then he employs the following rule: if SE-IT-RUE selects a new pivot 
variable p, then choose as active the clause which is a p-father of the current active 
clause. It follows from the construction of the parenthood relation that this rule 
can always be applied, and that it eventually leads to a clause with a single positive 
literal, making FINDFALSE the winner. 0 
3. 
In this section we introduce a hierarchy of Horn formulas and show that the 
problems of satisfiability of formulas at the levels of this hierarchy are complete in 
NSPACE(log n). 
A &machine, for k 3 1, is an alternating Turing machine ( ATlvI) M such that 
in each computation of M the number of alternations of existential and universal 
states is less than k, and the initial state is existential. A &machine is defined 
analogous!y, and has a universal initial state. By convention, a &- or I&-machine 
is a deterministic machine. The classes 2 lkog (respectively lI’,““> are defined to be the 
classes of languages accepted by Z&- (respectively I$,-)machines in space log n (see 
[2]). It was shown by Immerman [i] that’Xpg= CVlog 49 for each 
kal. 
The Horn formulas do not have quanti rs to be altered 
in the previous section, the verification of 
viewed as a game process. The approach to define the hiera 
we choose is by way of resorting to the cla 
equivalent syntactical conditions. 
A clause game on a formul 
erform a ove, t 
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of FINDFALSE, or selects a variable and makes it pivot-in the case of SEI-HNJE. 
Such a selection is said to be essential if there a* P at least two possibilities to choose 
from. It means that there are either at least two clauses with a nonnegated occurrence 
of the pivot variable, or at least two negated variables in t 
tively. Consider a play of the clause game on a formula E It is a sequence of moves 
ml,m2,.... Assign to it a sequence of symbols Q, , Q2, . . . defined as follows: 
(1) Qi is 3 if mi is an essential selection of FINDFAZSE; 
(2) Qi is V if mi is an essential selection of SETTRUE; 
(3) Qi is 0 in the other case. 
This sequence is called the truce of the play of the clause game on F. A formula is 
said to be normal if all the traces cif plays of the clause game on F are finite. Let 
F be a normal formula. If the trace of each play on F does not contain any quantifier 
symbol then F is said to be a X0” or II,” formula. For ic a 1, F is a ZF formula 
(respectively, a TIF formula) if each trace of a play of the clause game on F has 3 
as the first q uantifier symbol (respectively, the universal quantifier V) and there are 
less than k alternations of quantifiers in it. 
The problem of deciding whether a given boolean formula is Q satisjable 
C r-formula ( respectively fly #ormula ) for k 2 1 is log-complete in NSPACE ( log n ). 
We restrict the proof to the X-case, the other oire is analogous. First we show 
that the investigated problem belongs to Xpg. To this end we describe a &machine 
M recognizing the satisfiable X:-formulas fcr a fixed k. M simulates the clause 
game on F starting from the existential initial configuration. The rule governing the 
architecture of M is the following: M branches existentially when performing an 
essential selection of SETTRUE, and branches universally when performing an essen- 
tial selection of FINDFALSE. The selections which are not essential are performed 
without alternations; that is, if M enters such a situation in a universal or existential 
state, then it continues its computations through a sequence of states of the same 
kind until the next essential selection which enforces the alternation= M additionally 
checks whether the first essential selection is performed by SE-I-TRUE. The Ftorage 
tape contains only the current pivot variable so the logarithmic space is sufficient; 
and after deciding the new pivot variable, M scans the input searching for a new 
also keeps the tally of the number of alternations and rejects if it 
en:ers an accepting state is SETTRUE wins in a play with less than k 
alternations of essential choices. The correctness of the described ATM M follows 
from the fact that acce;tance by an ATM can also be interpreted as a game-strategy 
problem We refer to this game as the M-game. It is played by two players A (from 
“accept”) and R (from “reject”), who select the next moves in the existential and 
universai configurations of respectively. Player A wins if ATM 
accepting configuration. Th nitial configuration of M is the starti 
efined to be equivalent to the existence of a 
g corres s to 
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moves of FINDFALSE since 
unsatisfiability of 
stence of a forcer: win for im is tantamount to 
Next we shall s under consideration is hard for 2$‘“. Let 
be a &machine Denote by Con the set of the 
configurations of age bounded by log(]xl). Assign to each CE Con 
a propositional variable p( c j. ally, define F, to be the formula having exactly 
the following clauses: 
(I) {lp( c,)), where c, is t itial configuration of on input x; 
(2) {P(C), 7PML l l l 9 for each nonfinal existential c E Con, and 
d ,,...,d,&on being all the nfigurations in Con reachable in one step from c; 
(3) {P(C), -rP(d,h l l -3 {P( -y( ci,)} for each nonfinal universal configuration 
cECon, where d,, . . s Ire all the configurations in Con reachabk in one 
step from c; 
(4) (p(c)}, for each rejecti 
We may assume without 1 has the hAting property and 
that the initial configuration xt ones. Hence, FX is 
a normal formula. There is correspondence between the game starting 
on x and the clause game This correspondence has the property that a 
sequence of consecutive ex a series of moves of 
FINDFALSE and SETTRUE su are not essential, and 
similarly, a sequence of uni yields moves of the players on P;; 
such that the choices of SEITRUE are-not essential. Therefore, F,: is a Cr-formula. 
To prove the correctness of the reduction, it is enough to observe the following 
equivalences: Fx is satisfiable iff SEITRUE has a fort-en win in the clause game on 
Fx iff player A has a forced win in the M-game starting on x iff M accepts X. It is 
also clear that Fx can be constructed in logarithmic space. This completes the 
proof. I7 
In this section we show that the Nom hierarchy is proper in a certain sense. 
N;;nely, ft. ,A 2 there G. -9 formulas in 2: or II,” such that; the size of the equivalent 
formulas in the lower levels of the h- w ,,;hy is exponentially larger. To prove this 
we exhibit a certain relationship between the orri hierarchy and the constant-depth 
circuits, and next use the results of Sipser iI 31 and astad M For the definitions 
regarding the boolean-circuit complexity the reader can consult t 
egener [141. 
It will be technically convenient o restrict our considerations to a certain subclass 
orn formulas. First consider the followi 
gin by marking all the 
e as follows: if a 
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then mark all ;he clauses with positive occurre 
to be a c-formula if all its clauses are event 
in it containing a single positiile literal. 
be a c-formula. Define a circuit CF as follows. For each clause of F create 
ate labeled by this clause. For each variable p occurring in F create a gate 
labeled by lp. This gate is either an AN gate, if p occurs ositively in F, or is a 
te, if p does no r positively in F. The edges between 
r each input or gate labeled by a literal lp, its output 
is an input for each OR gate labeled by a clause with a negative occurrence of p. 
For each OR gate labeled by a clause with a positive occurrence of p, its output is 
an input to the AND gate labeled by up. Thus defined structure may have many 
output gates if there are at least two clauses containing only negative literals. In 
such a case create a new output AND gate and add edges so that outputs from the 
OR gates labeied by clauses with no positive literal are inputs to this gate. 
It follows directly from the definition of a c-formula that the graph CF is a circuit 
with exactly one output gate and a non-empty set of input gates. 
Define the variables of a c-formula F which do not occur positively in F as the 
input variables of F. The input variables in F are labels for the input NEGATION 
gates in CF. 
. For each setting v of the 3put gates of CF the output is 1 iff v can be 
extended to all the variables of a c-formula F so as to make F true. 
The proof is by induction on the level of the Er or IIF hierarchy to which 
ngs and follows from the definition of CF. Cl 
It also follows from the definition of CF that if F is in the kth level of the Horn 
hierarchy, then CF has depth k. On the other hand, for each k-depth circuit c using 
GATION input gates there is a corresponding formula Fc in the kth level 
of the Horn hierarchy and such that Lemma 4.1 holds true for them, The relation 
C is the same as that of F to C,. The following theorem is formulated 
y hierarchy, but it also holds for the 2$’ hierarchy. 
. There are formulas Fr in II,” such that the size of Fr is polynomial in 
m but any equivalent formulas in 2 F_ 1 or II F_, are of size exponential in m. 
responding to depth k circuits 
Suppose that G is a formula 
hierarchy. FormulaF F and 
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of G with a c-formula F, and the fact that a c-formula is satisfied by setting all the 
variables to 0, while a for e single positive literal clauses is not. 
Consider the circuit CGO and convert it into a circuit C as foll 
variable p of F occurs positively in G,,, and hence labels an int 
then add an input gate labeled by p and make it an input to each 
by a clause containing negative occurrence of p. If an input variable p of G is not 
an input variable of F, then set the corresponding NE6 ION input gate to 1 
(what corresponds to setting p false). The resulting circuit computes the respective 
satisfiability property as stated by Lemma 4.1 with respect o the input variables of 
F. (It might happen that some input variables of F do not occur in Go, then 
apparently they are not relevant to the satisfiability of F for any setting of the 
remaining input variables). 
Observe that the size of C is linear in the size of G and C is of depth k - 1. The 
theorem follows from the results of Sipser [ 133 and Hastad [6] concerning the size 
of depth k - 1 circuits computing fr. q 
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